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s the Internet has become an essential part of our
everyday life, the progress of communication tech-
nologies will offer an “always connected” opportunity

to everybody. To support this vision, the research community
is suggesting a move towards an all-IP platform in order to
take advantage of the high bandwidth of WLANs and the
broad coverage of cellular networks and WMANs. The con-
vergence of these heterogeneous wireless technologies will
eventually lead to the 4th generation (4G) of mobile commu-
nication systems.

This environment, however, will not only provide the basis
of new and better applications, but shall impose new technical
problems as well. The trade-off between security and efficien-
cy is one of the most challenging issues in wireless communi-
cations and this is not likely to change, at least in the near
future. This trade-off is especially true in environments where
the network provider is different from the service provider. In
such cases, the end user must be authenticated to both pro-
viders in order to use a single service, and to many more if he
plans to use more services or perform a handoff. That is,
authenticate to the network provider and additionally perform

a number of authentications as many as the service providers,
or in case of a handoff, authenticate to the new network
provider and re-authenticate to the services he already
receives. For example, considering SIP registration in UMTS
networks, the user must first authenticate in order to access
the network and then authenticate (again) to access SIP ser-
vices. These authentications are accomplished using AAA
protocols, like RADIUS [1] or DIAMETER [2], which are in
general costly, especially when the home network is many net-
work hops away from the visiting network. This delay is even
more crucial and must be carefully considered during hand-
offs.

Mobility management protocols like Mobile IP [3] and
Cellular IP [4] do not consider AAA operations during hand-
off. In order to cope with long delays, a number of techniques
have been proposed to optimize the handoff procedure. One
way to achieve this is by minimizing the delays introduced by
AAA interactions during the handoff phase. This survey looks
into such schemes and compares them in terms of security,
efficiency and scalability. Our work also provides a short
description and a critical constructive view of each method
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presented.
To better analyze the problem, in the following we describe

a typical scenario of using multimedia services over all-IP
wireless heterogeneous networks. Under this context, a user
terminal can roam between networks that utilize different
access technologies like IEEE 802.11, 802.16 and UMTS.
Each of these networks may belong to the same or to a differ-
ent administrative domain. For example the user (terminal) is
able to move from a WLAN to another WLAN, which belongs
to the same operator (performing an intra-domain handoff)
or from a WLAN to an UMTS network, which belongs to a
different administrative domain (performing an inter-domain
handoff). In general, inter-domain handoffs tend to be more
expensive than intra-domain because of the network delays
imposed by the distance, in terms of network hops, between
the local and the home domain.

Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of a network
composed of different technologies and administrative
domains; for instance, access points AP1 and AP2, which
reside in the same administrative domain, could use 802.11,
and AP3 could be a cellular operator’s access point. Each
domain is represented by a gateway (GW) and an AAA serv-
er. This, of course, is a simplified representation and every
gateway could act either like a true gateway to the Internet, or
a multimedia server, or a directory for AAA servers lookup,
etc.

Next, we consider a scenario where a terminal using a mul-
timedia service from a server residing out of the local domain
is executing an inter-domain secure handoff. Initially the ter-
minal is at position P2, using a multimedia service from GW3
and its home domain is controlled by AAA Server 4. If the
user moves to position P3, a handoff is going to occur. What
should be assured during this handoff is the continuation of
the multimedia service without severe quality degradation.
The procedure that has to take place is as follows: the termi-
nal first requests access to the network from GW2, which
refers to its local AAA Server 2 which in turn refers to AAA
Server 4 to authenticate it. After the terminal is granted
access to the network it must access the multimedia service, so
through GW2 the terminal requests the service from GW3,

which refers to its local AAA Server 3, which in turn
refers to AAA Server 4 to authenticate it.

The aforementioned example is the worst-case sce-
nario where the home domain, the local domain and the
multimedia server reside in three different places. In
such cases the operations taking place during the hand-
off procedure result in long delays, especially when the
involved servers are distant from each other. However,
the previous worse case situation describes a non-opti-
mized scheme, which does not consider the problems
related to multimedia services during secure handoffs.
This article is concentrated on schemes that try to solve
or mitigate these problems.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We
describe the cardinal until now secure handoff optimiza-
tion solutions together with some critical comments
where this is necessary. We provide a comparison of the
schemes in question, while the comparison criteria are
analyzed and the schemes are thoroughly compared to
each other. Finally, we offer concluding thoughts and
future directions for this work.

SCHEMES DESCRIPTION

In the following we constructively describe all the major
secure handoff optimization schemes proposed until

now. This is necessary for the qualitative analysis provided
later. Moreover, for the sake of completeness, we decided to
only reference a number of other subordinate schemes which
bare similarities with the ones presented hereupon.

OIRPMSA

In [5] the authors are examining the case of a secure handoff
using Mobile IP [3] and SIP [6]. Their scheme namely “Opti-
mized Integrated Registration Procedure of Mobile IP and
SIP with AAA operations” (OIRPMSA) attempts to reduce
the roundtrips needed between the mobile terminal and the
home AAA server. Normally, 3 such roundtrips are needed:
1 Mobile IP registration (Fig. 2).
2 SIP register (Fig. 3, actions 1–6): This message gets a 401

(Unauthorized) response which, among others, includes
challenge information.

3 SIP register (Fig. 3, actions 7–12): The terminal tries to
authenticate using the previous challenge information
and if the authentication is successful it gets a 200 (OK)
response.
The suggestion of this work is to minimize the delay

imposed by the second message by “converting” it to a local
roundtrip between the mobile node (MN) and the Local AAA
Server (AAAL). Their idea is illustrated in Fig. 4 and is as fol-
lows: when the MN sends the first message (Mobile IP regis-
tration) it states that a SIP registration is about to follow. The
home AAA server’s (AAAH) response includes some chal-

nFigure 1. General heterogeneous network architecture.
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lenge information which is stored in the local AAA server and
will be used later. Then the mobile terminal sends a SIP regis-
ter (action 9) towards the local AAA server which responds
with a 401 (Unauthorized) response (action 10) that includes
the previous challenge information. Finally, another SIP regis-
ter message follows that goes all the way to the home AAA
server (actions 11–16).

One shortcoming of this approach is that it is assumed that
the network provider is the same as the service provider.
Although this, in many cases, is true today, it is not the gener-
al case and of course it is not certain that it will still hold after
a few years. Another weakness of this scheme is that the
agents used by Mobile IP (FA-Foreign Agent, HA-Home
Agent) should be co-located with the SIP proxy and SIP regis-
trar respectively as shown in Fig. 4.

MPA

Another handoff optimization scheme, presented by Dutta et
al. [7, 9], is MPA which stands for “Media — independent Pre
— Authentication.” MPA is a framework that can work over
any link layer and can cooperate with any mobility manage-
ment scheme. To support this claim some of the authors in
another work [9] have combined MPA with IEEE 802.21 [10]
as mobility management protocol. MPA framework assumes
that the following elements exist in every network: Authenti-
cation Agent (AA), Configuration Agent (CA) and Access
Router (AR). The basic steps taken by MPA are as follows:
1 Pre-authentication (Fig. 5, action 1): The mobile terminal

finds the IP addresses of AA, CA and AR. It performs
pre-authentication with the AA, creating security associa-
tions with AA, CA and AR.

2 Pre-configuration (Fig. 5, actions 4–5): When the mobile
node is about to change its point of attachment, it per-
forms pre-configuration using the CA to obtain new IP
address and other configuration parameters (action 4).
Using a tunnel management protocol, the mobile node
sets up a tunnel with an access router from the candidate
network (action 5).

3 Secure proactive handover (Fig. 5, actions 6–7): The ter-
minal starts a binding update over the established tunnel
by using both the old and the new IP addresses. This
means that it has already executed a higher layer handoff
before a link layer handoff.

4 Switching (Fig. 5, actions 8–9): The mobile node com-
pletes the binding update and executes the link layer
handoff. After that, the mobile node starts communicat-
ing from the new point of attachment and deletes or dis-
ables the established tunnel.
In [7] a complete handoff solution is proposed which opti-

mizes a number of parameters that add to handoff delay, like
IP address assignment. In the testbed implemented by the
authors, a non-MPA handoff took 4 seconds, whereas MPA
assisted handoffs to different platforms took from 14 to 600
ms.

SHADOW REGISTRATION

In [11] the Shadow Registration method is proposed in order
to optimize secure handoffs. According to this scheme a secu-
rity association is established between the mobile terminal and
every neighboring AAA server before the former enters the
domain the server controls. Using Fig. 6 as reference, when
the mobile terminal resides in the central cell, a registration
procedure is performed with all 6 neighboring cells. When this
happens the necessary AAA operations are processed locally
in this new domain without communicating with the terminal’s
home domain. Specifically, the authors examine two cases
where Shadow Registration could be used; the Mobile IP case
and the SIP case. In both cases, during the handoff, the
requested AAA operations are processed locally and after the
completion of the handoff a separate process is executed
where security associations are sent to the new neighboring
domains of the mobile terminal.

Based on the concept of Shadow Registration, Han et al.
[12] have proposed Region-based Shadow Registration
(RSR). RSR is trying to solve the problems of heavy traffic
and waste of resources introduced by Shadow Registration.
Instead of establishing a security association with every neigh-
boring domain, RSR divides the terminal’s current cell in
regions (a, b and c in Fig. 6) and performs a Shadow Registra-
tion only when the terminal moves to a section with high
probability to handoff. When the mobile node resides near
the cell core, no Shadow Registration is performed. The outer
zone of the cell is divided in three regions and each region is
adjacent to two neighboring cells; when the mobile terminal
moves to one of these three regions, a Shadow Registration is
performed for the two neighboring cells. For example in Fig.
6, when the mobile terminal moves from the Core to region b,
a Shadow Registration procedure is performed with cells 3
and 4. By this way, the two schemes have the same effect in
reducing the handoff delay while RSR reduces the traffic
between the domains.

Another similar approach is [13] which uses the Frequent
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nFigure 3. SIP registration with AAA operations [5].
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Handoff Region (FHR) concept. Considering this scheme, the
network administrators collect information about the location
of the access points and the movement of users and construct
a weighted directed graph. With the help of FHR Selection
algorithm, adjacent access points are grouped in FHRs and
the mobile terminal is authenticated in advance towards the
access points that belong to the same FHR.

A disadvantage of the above methods stems from the fact
that in future heterogeneous networks the areas of coverage
in most cases will overlap. In such an environment, when a
mobile terminal roams in an area covered by a WLAN access
point it is possible that this area is also covered by other
WLAN, WMAN and/or UMTS access towers. Under these
circumstances it is not obvious which the neighboring domains
are, let alone that there can be many of them. This results to
excessive signaling (especially in SR) and difficulties in deter-
mining which the neighboring cells (in RSR case) are. This
maybe not seems to be a problem with FHR, but that would
require from the administrators to collect new information
every time a new network is deployed in the same area.

AAA CONTEXT TRANSFER

The solution proposed in [14] is product of the IST EVO-
LUTE project that tries to provide secure and seamless multi-
media services over heterogeneous all-IP networks using the
concept of context transfer. In RFC 3374 document [15] the
context and context transfer terms are defined as:
• Context: The information on the current state of a ser-

vice required to re-establish the service on a new subnet
without having to perform the entire protocol exchange
with the mobile host from scratch.

• Context transfer: The movement of context from one
router or other network entity to another as a means of
re-establishing specific services on a new subnet or col-

lection of subnets.
EVOLUTE uses Mobile IP and SIP for inter-

domain mobility management, while for intra-
domain mobility uses protocols like Cellular IP
and Hierarchical Mobile IP [16]. In order to
provide secure access to multimedia services, the
EAP-TLS [17] solution is used as the authentica-
tion protocol. Figure 7 depicts the signaling flow
when the context transfer is not used. On the
downside, Fig. 8 shows the same signaling flow
when the context transfer is enabled. When the
mobile terminal sends a request to handoff to a
new gateway (NGW), this NGW gets the context
from the previous gateway (PGW) whose IP is
indicated in the terminal’s request. The terminal
is then authenticated to the NGW without con-
tacting its home domain.

When the method of context transfer is
employed, it is assumed that the new network
can support the services offered from the previ-
ous one. However, in a heterogeneous environ-
ment, this might not always be the case and the
mobile terminal might have to contact its home
domain for renegotiation about the offered ser-
vices.

PEER-TO-PEER SECURITY CONTEXT TRANSFER

The work of Braun and Kim [18] combines the
concepts of security context and P2P networks to
optimize authentication in heterogeneous wire-
less networks. According to this approach a

security context contains authentication credentials in the
form: {random number or nonce or challenge, expected
response}. Such security contexts are created at the home
domain by the home AAA Server and delivered to AAA
Servers (or Brokers) that reside between the home domain
and the local domain (and therefore are closer to the mobile
terminal). The AAA Brokers take the authentication decision
after a corresponding mobile terminal’s request based on
security contexts; for this reason they are referred as Security
Context Controllers (SCCs) as well. SCCs are organized in a
peer-to-peer manner and they are able to detect each other
using mechanisms originated from P2P networks.

An example demonstrating peer-to-peer organization of
SCCs is illustrated in Fig. 9. At first, the mobile terminal
resides in the area covered by SCC 1 which has already
acquired the security context from AAAH via SCCx. During
this transfer, AAAH and SCCx have stored pointers to the
current security context which resides in SCC 1. When SCC 1
gets the security context it broadcasts its acquisition to its
neighbors. This way, when the user moves to the area covered
by SCC 2, the new SCC acquires the security context from
SCC 1 and informs AAAH. If this is not the case, say the user
switches off the device in SCC 1 and moves to the area of
SCC 3, SCC 3 is not aware of the stored security context in
SCC 1 and has to request a new one from AAAH. This
request is routed through SCCy and SCCx; when the request
meets SCCx, SCCx returns a response that SCC 1 has a secu-
rity context for the corresponding user. When SCC 3 gets this
response it requests the security context from SCC 1 and
informs AAAH that is now controlling the security context of
the user.

OPTIMISTIC ACCESS

In order to minimize the re-authentication delay, an alterna-
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nFigure 5. MPA signaling flow [7].
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tive technique is proposed by Aura and Roe in [19]. Accord-
ing to this approach the mobile terminal, instead of executing
a so-called strong authentication during the handoff process,
it is granted optimistic access to the new network delaying the
strong authentication which is held after the handoff is com-
pleted.

More specifically as shown in Fig. 10, when the mobile
node (MN) handoffs to the new network a light (fast) authen-
tication takes place. If this authentication is successful the
MN is authorized a so-called optimistic access and can com-
municate through the new network. When the handoff pro-
cess is complete, the MN must be involved in a new strong
authentication to continue using the resources of the new net-
work. After the end of this authentication the Optimistic
Access scheme completes its purpose.

The target of the proposed work is to conclude to a proto-
col that allows optimistic access to well behaving mobile nodes
while reducing the risk of possible misuse. A customer that
has paid for some other service or is following some rules is
considered well-behaving, while unknown users should per-
form a strong authentication during the handoff process. The
protocol operates as following:
• The old access point sends to the mobile terminal a

secret key K and a credential C over a secure channel.
• The new access point broadcasts challenges periodically

and the mobile terminal retrieves one such challenge.
• The terminal computes and sends towards the new access

point a keyed one-way function of the challenge and the
secret key K. It also presents the credential C acquired
from the old access point which contains some trust
parameters about its previous good behavior. The new
access point recovers K from the credential and decides
to grant optimistic access or not by evaluating the trust
parameters.
When the secure handoff procedure is completed, the

strong authentication must take place in a short time. The
exact period of optimistic access and authentication method
are not covered by the above protocol and are matters of
choice of the network administrator.

This protocol makes an obvious trade-off between security
and performance. The vulnerability left is the small window of
light authentication between the handoff and the strong

authentication; still, in order for someone to misuse the
resources of the network, the light authentication should be
based on a weak protocol or no authentication at all. Another
security issue of the above protocol is that all the access
points of the network should share a secret key and this can
be especially dangerous if a single access point leaks the key.
Thus, key management issues concerning optimistic access
must be carefully considered and further investigated.

OTHER SCHEMES

This section references secure handoff optimization schemes
that could not be included in the conducted comparison.
These methods are left out because they either exhibit many
similarities with the mechanisms already described or they do
not comprise a general solution supporting secure handoffs
between heterogeneous networks for multimedia services
delivery.

The first such scheme is Mobility-adjusted Authentication
Protocol [20] (MAP) which utilizes symmetric cryptography in
conjunction with the security context concept relying on spe-
cial Security Context Nodes (SCNs). The work in [21] reviews
fast authentication methods for 802.11 WLAN’s for seamless
mobility across administrative domains. The authors of [22]
use the concept of AAA brokers while their novelty is a for-
mula for finding the best spots within the network architec-
ture to place these brokers. A method which is similar to the
Shadow registration concept, and especially to the Frequent
Handoff Region variation, is presented in [23]; the difference
here is that this method does not require manual configura-
tion and the system is auto configured instead. In [24] the
authors are based on Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6)
which is an enhancement to Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) that sup-
ports fast handoffs. Their proposal integrates the Diameter
protocol to support authenticated access during roaming.
Another approach is the Secure, QoS-enabled Mobility
(SeQoMo) [25] architecture which is comprised of compo-
nents that can be co-located with existing routers, access
points, mobile nodes etc. to provide fast handoffs to HMIPv6
based networks. In [26] six approaches are proposed for ses-
sion state re-establishment in intra-domain scenarios; these
approaches are based on the combination of concepts like
Fast Handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6), HMIPv6, AAA
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nFigure 7. EAP-TLS exchange without context transfer [14].
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and context transfer. Finally, the work presented in [27] shows
how seamless handoffs can be realized in UMTS-WLAN inte-
grated networks.

DISCUSSION AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Table 1 gives a comparison of the analyzed schemes based on
selected criteria. In the rest of this section these criteria are
explained and every scheme is compared to each other based
on them. Using this approach, a clear view of the advantages
and disadvantages of each scheme is provided. At the end of
the section a discussion of the findings is furnished.

OSI LAYER

This criterion shows in which OSI layer is the solution to the
fast secure handoff problem implemented. In this article we
only consider methods operating at either the network or
application layer or both of them. When a protocol operates
at the network layer, then it offers secure access to a different
network even if the new network uses different link layer
technology from the old one; this way the interconnection
between heterogeneous networks is achieved. To put it in
another way, it is possible to offer fast secure handoffs not
only to multimedia services but to other applications as well.
When a protocol operates at the application layer, then it is
targeted at one application each time (in our case multimedia
services offered by SIP) and this makes it possible to adapt
better to the application’s needs. Some schemes operate to
both layers offering a complete solution to fast secure hand-
offs.

OIRPMSA combines authentication at network layer with
authentication in application layer in order to provide opti-
mized Mobile IP and SIP registration during handoff. MPA
operates at the network layer and according to the authors it
can be utilized in conjunction with any link layer and mobility
management protocol. The Shadow Registration concept can
be used to either layer, while nothing prevents it to operate to
both layers in the case of multimedia services; moreover, two
examples are provided, one for Mobile IP and the other for
SIP registration. AAA context transfer operates either at net-
work layer or at application layer or at both layers as well, and
the testbed that the authors demonstrate uses Cellular IP and
SIP protocols. Similarly, the P2P context transfer solution can
be applied to any layer where fast re-authentication is
required. The Optimistic access scheme is presented as an
802.11 technology solution. However the authors argue that it
is also applicable to other technologies and it seems that it
can be used to other OSI layers as well since it is rather a fast

re-authentication method than a complete secure handoff
scheme targeted specifically at one (specific) layer.

SECURITY

In the security group some security related criteria are exam-
ined. The first one looks into whether each method uses pub-
lic or secret key protocols to perform the necessary
authentications. The next is mutual authentication which
examines whether the authentication between the mobile ter-
minal and the new access point is mutual or not. The privacy
criterion checks if the actual identity of the mobile terminal is
revealed to the new domain or not. The next criterion is about
whether the new domain is able to claim the non-repudiation
of the mobile terminal’s actions. The last security related cri-
terion is about whether it is assumed that there are pre-estab-
lished trust relationships between the home and the visiting
domain or not.

OIRPMSA, MPA, Shadow Registration and P2P context
transfer do not dictate a special protocol neither the type of
cryptography to be used, e.g. symmetric or asymmetric. By
contrast, AAA context transfer, being based on specific tech-
nologies, uses the EAP-TLS protocol which is a public key
protocol. Optimistic access, on the other hand, is based on
shared key cryptography and keyed one way hash functions
instead of public key signatures.

OIRPMSA, Shadow Registration, P2P context transfer and
Optimistic access schemes do not support mutual authentica-
tion between the mobile terminal and the new access point.
The MPA scheme, although it does not define an authentica-
tion protocol, it mandates that the chosen one should provide
mutual authentication. As AAA context transfer utilizes EAP-
TLS as the authentication protocol, it is straightforward that it
can support mutual authentication.

The only protocol which supports privacy is Optimistic
access. This protocol does not require any mobile terminal or
user identity to be included into the exchanged messages.
However, it does not specify what data are inserted into the
credentials created by the access points and this is a possible
breach of privacy.

The only scheme which offers non-repudiation services is
AAA context transfer. This is based on the authentication pro-
tocol used which is EAP-TLS.

nFigure 8. EAP-TLS exchange with context transfer [14].
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All the protocols except MPA assume that there exist pre-
established trust relationships between the visiting and the
home domain. The authors of the MPA scheme argue that
their protocol works across different administrative domains
based on trust relationships between the mobile terminal and
each domain.

EFFICIENCY

This group refers to criteria that examine the analysed
schemes in terms of efficiency. The first two are about
roundtrips occurring during the handoff process and the total
number of handoffs required by the scheme. The next criteri-
on shows whether the credentials creation is performed on-the-
fly, e.g. when the credentials are requested from the
authentication server (this does not imply that the request is
done during the handoff process), or are being pre-computed
before the actual request. Also, there is a performance
improvement criterion which shows the percentage of perfor-
mance improvement achieved by each scheme. Nevertheless,
the methods discussed hereunder cannot be compared based
on this criterion because every scheme concentrates on differ-
ent specific network configuration which attempts to improve.

OIRPMSA performs 3 roundtrips during the handoff pro-
cess, which is also equal to the total number of roundtrips
performed by this scheme. MPA needs a total of 6 roundtrips,
while only the last of them is executed during the handoff.
When Shadow Registration is exploited, 3 roundtrips are per-
formed in total, 1 of which is during handoff. The AAA con-

text transfer has the minimum total number of roundtrips,
requiring only 2, while 1 is entailed during the handoff pro-
cess. In the case of P2P context transfer , the number of
roundtrips during handoff is 1 when the previous SCC is
known and 2 when is not. The total number of roundtrips is 1
and 3 respectively; the latter applies because the new SCC
must inform the home AAA server that is the current SCC.
Optimistic access needs 3 roundtrips in total, 2 of which during
handoff, in order to complete its aim.

In OIRPMSA, MPA, Shadow Registration and Optimistic
access schemes the creation of the credentials is done on-the-
fly, whenever there is such a request from the AAA server. In
AAA context transfer and P2P context transfer the credentials
which are essential for the mobile terminal’s authentication
are pre-computed and can be communicated to foreign AAA
servers before they are requested.

The authors of OIRPMSA provide a theoretical perfor-
mance analysis on a system composed of Mobile IP, Diameter
and Diameter SIP Application [20] protocols. This analysis
showed an expected performance improvement between 18.2
percent and 33.3 percent. In the case of MPA, the results of a
specific testbed are provided, which employs the following
technologies: 802.11 as link layer technology, Protocol for
Carrying Authentication for Network Access (PANA) proto-
col [29] for network access authentication, DHCP as the con-
figuration protocol, SIP Mobility (SIP-M) [30] as the mobility
management protocol, RTP/UDP [31] for carrying voice traf-
fic and RAT (Robust Audio Tool) [32] as the media agent.
This scheme does not only improve the delay imposed by

nTable 1. Continued on next page…

OSI
layer Security Efficiency

Public
vs.
secret
key

Mutual
authen-
tication

Privacy Non-
repudiation

Assumes
trust
between
domains

Roundtrips Credential
creation

Performance
improve-
ment (1%)1

Scheme
identifier

During
hand-
off

Total

OIRPMSA 3, 7 not
defined full 3 3 on-the-fly 18.2%-

33.3%

MPA 3 not
defined

√√ no 1 6 on-the-fly
85%-
99.65%2

Shadow
Registra-
tion

3 or 7
or
both

not
defined full 1 3 on-the-fly —

AAA
context
transfer

3 or 7
or
both

public
key

√√ √ √ full 1 2 pre-com-
puted 78.5%

P2P
context
transfer

any5
not
defined full min 1,

max 2
min 1,
max 3

pre-com-
puted —

Opti-
mistic
access

any7
secret
key √ √ full 2 3 on-the-fly —
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AAA operations but other delays as well, such as these
imposed from the configuration protocol which tend to be
higher. This results to an improvement in the order of 85 per-
cent to 99.65 percent for MPA. For Shadow Registration, while
a theoretical analysis is given, the performance improvement
is heavily related to the distance between the mobile terminal
and the home domain, and thus is difficult to be estimated.
When the home domain is very close to the visiting domain
the improvement is near zero and increases as the distance
between the domains is increasing; so a representative numer-
ical value could not be given. A testbed has been implement-
ed in the case of AAA context transfer using Cellular IP, SIP
and EAP-TLS protocols, resulting in a performance improve-
ment of 78.5 percent in the case of multimedia service re-
establishment, including both Cellular IP and SIP
re-registrations, for an inter-domain handoff scenario. For

P2P context transfer the analogy between performance
improvement and domains distance applies as well; although a
specific theoretical example shows an improvement of 35 per-
cent this value cannot be used as a general improvement indi-
cator. Optimistic access is designed for link layer handoff
optimization, so no specific value can be given here.

HANDOFF TYPES SUPPORTED

This group of criteria refers to what types of handoffs each
scheme is able to support. The first criterion examines
whether intra-domain or/and inter-domain handoffs are afford-
ed. Inter-domain handoffs tend to be most significant because
this handoff type is the most expensive one in terms of delay.
Next, it is examined whether the handoff each scheme sup-
ports is proactive or reactive; when a handoff is proactive, the

nTable 1. Secure handoff optimization schemes comparison.

Handoff types supported Changes
required

Standards
used

Battery
consumption Scalability 4G

ready

Intra- or
inter-
domain

Pro-
active/
reactive

Fast/smooth/
seamless

Scheme
identifier

OIRPMSA both Reactive not defined

Diameter
Mobile IP and
SIP applications,
co-location of
agents

Mobile IP,
Diameter,
Diameter SIP
application

Depends on the
implementation low √

MPA both Pro-active seamless
Requires net-
work elements:
AA, CA, AR3

— Depends on the
implementation medium √

Shadow
Registra-
tion

both Pro-active not defined AAA protocol,
SIP

Mobile IP,
SIP

Depends on the
implementation

low for SR
and FHR,
medium for
RSR4

√

AAA
context
transfer

both Re-active seamless Cellular IP

Hierarchical
Mobile IP,
Cellular IP,
SIP

high high √

P2P
context
transfer

both hybrid6 not defined AAA protocol — Depends on the
implementation high √

Opti-
mistic
access

both Re-active not defined 2nd layer proto-
col — low high

1 The findings of this column cannot be used to compare the schemes because every scheme optimizes a differently configured network
system.
2 This scheme improves not only AAA related operations but other network parameters as well, like IP address assignment.
3 AA: Authentication Agent, CA: Configuration Agent, AR: Access Router
4 SR: Shadow Registration, RSR: Region-based Shadow Registration, FHR: Frequent Handoff Region
5 It could be used to any layer where authentication is required.
6 The first time the handoff is considered reactive but subsequent handoffs are considered proactive.
7 The authors mainly consider 802.11 link layer technology but argue that the same ideas could be applied to other cases.
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operation of the scheme starts before the handoff is actually
needed and signaling is exchanged with the new access point
before the mobile terminal connects to it; when a handoff is
reactive, the scheme is initiated when the handoff is taking
place and signaling with the new access point is done when
the mobile terminal connects to it. In RFC 3753 [33], where
mobility related terminology is listed, the following definitions
are given for fast/smooth/seamless handover types:
• Fast handover. A handover that aims primarily to mini-

mize handover latency, with no explicit interest in packet
loss.

• Smooth handover. A handover that aims primarily to
minimize packet loss, with no explicit concern for addi-
tional delays in packet forwarding.

• Seamless handover. A handover in which there is no
change in service capability, security, or quality. In prac-
tice, some degradation in service is to be expected. The
definition of a seamless handover in the practical case
should be that other protocols, applications, or end users
do not detect any change in service capability, security or
quality, which would have a bearing on their (normal)
operation. As a consequence, what would be a seamless
handover for one less demanding application might not
be equally seamless for another more demanding appli-
cation.
From the above definitions it seems that the most appro-

priate type of handoff for secure multimedia delivery is the
seamless one. Smooth handoffs are more appropriate for file
transfers, while fast handovers could be suitable for multime-
dia delivery with no security restrictions.

The analysis showed that all methods are able to support
both types when the distinction is made between intra-domain
and inter-domain handoffs. While Optimistic access scheme
does not explicitly deals with domains, these two types of
handoff can be supported with careful selection of the security
credentials and trust parameters.

OIRPMSA is a reactive scheme, while MPA and Shadow
Registration are considered proactive because the new access
point has received signalling prior to the handoff initiation
phase. AAA context transfer and Optimistic access methods
support reactive handoffs. Finally, P2P context transfer is using
a mix of the two types and is considered a hybrid solution.
The first time the user makes a handoff, this is a reactive one,
while the subsequent are proactive; when the user cannot find
a security context in the path between the mobile terminal
and the home domain then this is also considered a reactive
handoff.

MPA and AAA context transfer are designed with seamless
handoffs in mind. The rest of the methods do not define the
support of any special handoff type between fast/smooth/seam-
less types.

CHANGES REQUIRED

This section describes the changes required for the deploy-
ment of each scheme. It is stressed that the number, the
nature and (most important) the cost of modifications to
existing systems required by a scheme for its deployment plays
a crucial role in its adoption and the transition to it from
existing solutions.

OIRPMSA uses Diameter as AAA protocol and introduces
the use of reserved flags of Diameter’s Mobile IP and SIP
extensions. Another modification required by this method is
the co-location of Mobile IP’s Foreign Agent with SIP Proxy
into a FA/SIP Proxy and Mobile IP’s Home Agent with SIP
Registrar into a HA/SIP Registrar. MPA requires the intro-
duction of three functional elements to each network:

• An Authentication Agent (AA) which is responsible for
pre-authentication

• A Configuration Agent (CA) which is used for secure
delivery of IP address and other parameters to the
mobile terminal (first part of pre-configuration)

• An Access Router (AR) which executes the rest of the
pre-configuration phase.

Shadow Registration necessitates the modification of existing
messages of the AAA protocol in use; also, when SIP is used,
a new SIP message introduced, namely the ANSWER mes-
sage. AAA context transfer scheme requires modifications or
adaptations to the Cellular IP protocol which can be summa-
rized as follows: introduction of three new types of messages,
modification of one existing message and a need for a context
cache at each gateway. The changes mandated by P2P context
transfer scheme relate with the AAA protocol; some AAA
servers should also act as SCCs (Security Context Controllers)
and these nodes should be capable of forming a secure Peer-
to-Peer network. Optimistic access scheme in its current form
requires the modification of the link layer protocol in use; if it
is to be used for network or application layer re-authentica-
tion then the respective protocols should be altered.

STANDARDS USED

This section summarizes the existing standards used by each
scheme. The utilization of existing standards plays an impor-
tant role in the commercial deployment of the proposed sys-
tems because it solves most problems causing incompatibilities
of implementations between different vendors.

OIRPMSA operates based on Mobile IP, Diameter and an
extension of it, namely Diameter SIP application. MPA, P2P
context transfer and Optimistic access are more generic
approaches and are not based on specific standards. The stan-
dards used by Shadow Registration method are Mobile IP and
SIP. AAA context transfer uses Hierarchical Mobile IP, Cellu-
lar IP and SIP in its deployment.

BATTERY CONSUMPTION

This criterion is concerned with the level of power consump-
tion which is very important in wireless networks where the
mobile terminals work on batteries and therefore have limited
power reserves. The criteria with which battery consumption
is related are mainly the number of roundtrips and the type of
cryptography used; asymmetric cryptography tends to be very
expensive in terms of power consumption for mobile devices
in contrast to symmetric cryptography.

OIRPMSA, MPA, Shadow Registration and P2P context
transfer schemes do not clarify what type of cryptography will
be used for the re-authentication of the mobile terminal, thus
the cost in battery consumption is highly depended on the
chosen implementation. AAA context transfer is considered a
high demanding scheme because it uses EAP-TLS as authenti-
cation protocol, whereas Optimistic access with the use of only
symmetric cryptography and one way hash functions is regard-
ed a rather low consumption solution.

SCALABILITY

The level of scalability shows how well is the scheme adapted
when the number of networks, network elements and sub-
scribers is increasing. It shows how dynamic is the system con-
sidering such changes and its possibility to be deployed in a
large scale.

OIRPMSA is perceived to be a low scalability solution
mainly because it requires the co-location of Mobile IP and
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SIP servers. More specifically, it imposes the co-location of
Mobile IP’s Foreign Agent (FA) with a SIP Proxy into a sin-
gle FA/SIP Proxy and the co-location of Mobile IP’s Home
Agent (HA) with a SIP Registrar into a single HA/SIP Regis-
trar node. This could end up to a performance penalty when
the number of serving mobile terminals is high. MPA is a
scheme with moderate scalability; this arises from the resource
demanding nature of this method. When a mobile terminal is
about to handoff the procedures of pre-authentication and
pre-configuration engage a considerable portion of resources,
especially when the request rate is high, which may never be
used if the handoff will not take place. In the Shadow Regis-
tration case a distinction is made between the three analyzed
variations, namely Shadow Registration (SR), Region-based
Shadow Registration (RSR) and Frequent Handoff Region
(FHR). SR is considered a low scalability solution because of
the excessive signaling during the registration phase, problem
which is partially solved by RSR which in turn is considered a
medium scalability method. Finally, FHR is a low scalability
scheme because it needs the manual collection of information
each time new access points are deployed. AAA context trans-
fer, P2P context transfer and Optimistic access manage to keep
the level of signaling rather low, resulting in high to moderate
scalability. This must be proved thought considering either a
real deployment or a wide scale simulation.

4G READY

According to the 4G vision, future wireless heterogeneous
networks will converge into an all-IP platform. This criterion
designates whether the schemes in question are ready to sup-
port 4G networks.

From the analysis already provided earlier it is obvious that
all schemes except Optimistic access are ready to support the
forth generation of wireless networks. Optimistic access is not
included in the 4G capable schemes list because it operates in
the link layer; if, however, the ideas presented by its authors
were adapted to higher layers then it could be considered a
4G capable solution.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

It is envisioned that future wireless networks will converge to
an all-IP platform offering more bandwidth consuming ser-
vices at higher speeds. In such an environment the security of
multimedia services, being a demanding class of applications,
without perceived degradation by the user is a very challeng-
ing issue. The realization of this objective includes the cooper-
ation of mobility management schemes with AAA protocols
for the secure and uninterrupted multimedia services provi-
sion.

In this article an overview of the current most representa-
tive secure handoff optimization schemes trying to achieve the
aforementioned goals was given. Each scheme was briefly pre-
sented and some comments were provided where this was
considered purposeful. Finally, a comparison of the schemes
was conducted and the criteria of this comparison were fur-
ther analyzed and explained.

The purpose of this work is to mark each scheme’s advan-
tages and disadvantages utilizing not only qualitative but
quantitative criteria where this was possible. This way, it can
be used as a basis for the evaluation of new proposed schemes
and as a reference for the properties a secure handoff scheme
should posses. As a statement of direction, we are currently
working on expanding this work by proposing a new optimized
secure handoff scheme, which exploits the advantages of the

presented methods while at the same time minimizes the
drawbacks pointed out throughout this article.
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